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Abstract

This is research is focused on the evaluation of Owner Engineer perceptions and its impacts on Explosives management practices and developments related to an Engineering, Procurement and Construction Contract (EPC) Tunnel Construction Project in Kashmir using an interpretive methodology.

The scope for this research was the Owner engineer project team. The population of interest was made up of 13 senior engineers, encompassing a multi-site EPC Tunnel Construction Project. Eleven (11) senior engineers were carefully targeted as a designed sample size.

The research outcomes consisted of three (3) Main Themes - Site Safety; Explosives Management and Security Issues and fourteen (14) sub-themes, with 387 dialogue targets.

The paper addresses a variety of major issues resulting from the analysis of narrative data relating to Owner project safety leaderships and raises determinations of the implications for managing safety at the project sites and in the wider community.
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1. Introduction

This is a study of the failings of project safety leadership and its impacts on an Engineering, Procurement and Construction Contract (EPC) road tunnel construction site and wider/regional security issues in Kashmir. There have been many reported instances of construction project failures (Davidson & Maguire, 2003; Kivrak & Arslan, 2008) and Owner project management issues (Winch & Leiringer, 2015). However, there are few reports where safety issues have been cited that impinge critically on construction site operational capability (Toole, 2002; Aksorn & Hadikusumo, 2008).
Project leadership appears to be an essential requirement for managing large, complex projects (Bass, 1999; Richman, 2006). It is considered so important that all certified project managers through the PMI (2017) have developed and utilised the safety concept. However, there is considerable confusion over defining project safety leadership (Read, et al., 2010; Rao, 2007) which appears to entail managing others, developing safety processes and applicable methods in order to establish superior performance (Abeysekera & McLean, 2001) whilst reducing construction accidents (Clarke and Taylor, 2018). A major task of project leadership is to set direction (King, 2013) and to create the overall safety climate (Hofmann & Stetzer, 1996; Neal, Griffin and Hart, 2000). These will also be seen by the Project Owner as mandatory through the Contract requirements (Subramani & Lordsonmillar, 2014) in order to show the effectiveness of internal project safety management through improvements in observable key safety metrics (Cambon, Guarnieri & Groeneweg, 2005) and overall project performance (Sagar & Yadav, 2013) as well as being attributed to the scope of the Contractor safety policy requirements (Davies & Tomasin, 1996).

Project safety leadership focuses on reducing negative safety behaviours (often through transformational leadership - Bass, 1999) as it has received a significant amount of study scrutiny (Avolio, 1999) by helping move resistance to new ideas through effective communication (Mattson, Hellgren & Göransson, 2015) and personnel engagement (Barling, Loughlin & Kelloway, 2002). Safe behaviour for all concerned at project sites is therefore a continuing managerial challenge (Zohar, 2002).

Underpinning safety development in complex projects includes close cooperation and leadership through supervisory safety meetings (Lingard & Rowlinson, 1997; Mahan et al., 2013) and increased application of compliance measures (Clarke, 2006) resulting in safety risk mitigation (Hallowell & Gambatese, 2009). However, where technical safety developments progress, much is held back by failures of managerial and organisational indifference to safety requirements (Weick, Sutcliffe & Obstfeld, 1999).

1.1 Owner Leadership Developments

For EPC contract projects, most of the risk associated with its construction rests with the Contractor (Molenaar & Saller, 2003). However, the Project Owner still has a large influence on the safety development at site through imposing contractual conditions (EPC FIDIC, 1999). Consequently, developing Project Owner leadership skills that enhance good safety practices (Huang & Hinze, 2006) through the application of appropriate safety standards (Toole, 2002) and compliance engagement (Podsakoff et al., 2006) seems to be a logically imposed duty corresponding to the application of effective due diligence practices and contractual requirements (EPC FIDIC, 1999 – S4.1 and S6.7). However, project safety patterns revealed through audits, suggest systemic failures are often the result of poor matches between the contractor project management orientation and what the Project Owner will accept (Hillson, 2003). Consequently, considerable issues arise when the Contractor engages as an agent of the Owner (Cerić, 2015) and reduces the effectiveness of the construction site safety provision (Tam & Fung, 1998) by directly affecting safety climate conflation (Zahoor et al., 2017) through lack of stakeholder management commitment (Hinze, Thurman & Wehle, 2013). This places the Project Owner in a position to affect the behaviour...
of less powerful individuals and align their focus and objectives away from the project scope, objectives and delivery requirements and subsequent success (Hussein, Ahmad & Zidane, 2015; Yang, et al., 2010). However, there is considerable focus of published research relating to safety management studies in general (Keegan & Hartog, 2004), but there is a significant vacuum investigating the safe use of explosives in construction projects – especially in restive regions.

Consequently, this raises defined issues (Househ, 2011), and creates the context for the research question, in what ways do Project Owner Safety Leadership Behaviour Impact on Project Outcomes

2. Methodology

This research orientation is towards the Project Owner engineer staff of a multi-site road tunnel project in Kashmir. Discovering specific Owner engineer perceptions of prominent project leadership issues demands a qualitative inquiry (Hill, Thompson & Williams, 1997; Walsh, White & Young, 2008). Consequently, the research focus of Owner engineer staff opinions that reflect authoritative ‘knowledge agent’ experiences (Benn et al., 2008; Sbaraini et al., 2011) underpinned by significant observations (Sutton & Austin, 2015). The research engaged a narrow semi-structured interview process underpinned from a subjective knowledge perspective (Kvale, 1996) and an inductive/theory building approach (Glaser & Strauss, 1967). This methodology is suitable for constructing suitable contextual data outcomes (Qu & Dumay, 2011) by building richer theory development (Cayla & Eckhardt, 2007) through components of reflexivity (Malterud, 2001).

A pilot study, with two (2) respondents from the targeted population was carried out and excluded from the main interview process following Maxwell (2013). This examined and informed changes to language and the logic of suitable interview questions to respondents (Kim, 2011) whilst providing a more thorough and thoughtful questioning sequence (James & James, 2011).

Eleven (11) engineers (only those employed at site) were carefully targeted as a closed final sample - which were all confined within a specifically identified research frame (Ritchie & Lewis, 2003; Fink, 2000) and were chosen by employing the approach of a closed population of interest (Carman, 1990). Consequently, this research work is focused on the managerial issues raised when conducting project safety activities. This ensures empirical and functional research process adequacy (Spanos, 1990).

All interviews were conducted in English and took approximately one hour (Ward et al., 2015; Sbaraini et al., 2011), and were also recorded with permission (Duranti, 2007; Orb, Eisenhauer & Wynaden, 2001). Each respondent was interviewed using an identical set of open questions (Gray & Wilcox, 1995; James, 2014; Kvale, 1996), amended through the use of additional probing questions (Balshem, 1991; Punch, 2014; Meurer, et al., 2007). Each interview was transcribed verbatim – using the qualitative software package NVivo 11 (after Bailey, 2008) and was further returned to each respondent for any assessed changes (Irvine, Drew & Sainsbury, 2012; Harris & Brown, 2010). Whole-process validity (Denzin & Lincoln, 1998) through methodological coherence (Altheide & Johnson, 1998) was preserved by
linking the research question to the data results (Stenbacka, 2001).

Each interview transcription was manually scrutinised during which discernible codes surfaced (Dey, 2005) providing an initial underpinning of the thematic analysis (Glaser, 1992; Walsh, White & Young, 2008; Charmaz, 2006). Consequently, no narrative was left uncoded (Rubin & Rubin, 2005; James & James, 2011) and the complete outcome fully represented the respondent’s views through cyclic-progressive coding-sequences (Buston, 1997; James, 2015; Seale & Silverman, 1997). These identified themes were subsequently analysed and this established robust rigour where site practices and experience were pursued in the ‘public interest’ (Branston, Cowling & Sugden, 2006; Matei & Drumus, 2015). Validity was increased using triangulation processes (Onwuegbuzie & Leech, 2007) associated with media from a variety of sources (Harwood & Garry, 2003; Ryan & Bernard, 2003) such as project safety reports. The narrative raised from applying the methodological approach (James & James, 2011), was based on applying ‘credibility’ (Johnson, 1997) and ‘dependability’ (Lincoln & Guba, 1985) in place of ‘reliability’ (Strauss & Corbin, 1990).
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**Figure 1. Research Outcomes**

### 2.1 Illustration of Research Outcomes

The research outcomes can be seen in Figure 1 above. These outcomes are also illustrated with respondent citations and discussion targets below in Table 1 and consists of three (3) Main-Themes - Site Safety; Explosives Management and Security Issues; and fourteen (14)
sub-themes - with 387 dialogue targets.

Table 1. Research question, themes and discussion targets

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Research Question</th>
<th>In what ways do Project Owner Safety Leadership Behaviour Impact on Project Outcomes?</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Main-Themes</strong></td>
<td><strong>Sub-Themes</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Site Safety</td>
<td>Contractor Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Site Management Culture</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Site Administration Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Quality Safety</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Safety Standards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Training</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Site Performance</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Explosives</td>
<td>Explosives Management</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Management</td>
<td>Explosives Auditing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Explosives Mismanagement Reporting</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Security Concerns</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Security Issues</td>
<td>Owner</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External compliance Systems</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Regional Security Issues</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Theme Total</strong></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3. Results

The results are presented below, where the respondent’s voice is revealed through the ad-verbatim dialogue (Cassell & Symon, 2004). The reporting format is informed by Gonzalez (2008) and Daniels, et al. (2007), where each Main-theme is examined contiguous to each respective sub-theme. These are stated as below:

**Main Theme – Site Safety**

In terms of Contractor Management, this is typified by one respondent (7) who suggested that, …They keep telling us that the van [explosives] is in transit. But we know that the van is just parked up on the road. They keep telling us lies as it is obvious that the Contractor PM is
getting his orders not to cooperate with the Engineer. It is a difficult situation, one that is out of control, because we don’t know who is hiding any explosives here…”

In terms of Site Management Culture, this is typified by one respondent (3) who offered that, …There is no doubt that they [Contractor] are deceitful and do not want any form of scrutiny from us. The Contractor hides everything. It is unclear why they do it, but you can see that their behaviour is very difficult for us. Their attitude shows they are not very open, and they do not like that their activities are reported on or photographed or videoed…”

In terms of Site Administration Management, this is typified by one respondent (11) who indicated that, “…We have many incidents each week, where the Contractor PM is called to site. He doesn’t like it, but he mostly comes. He has been red-carded many times, but he does nothing. I wonder why? They do not follow any safety procedure or code. There is a lot of collusion. I wonder why?…”

In terms of Quality Safety, this is typified by one respondent (9) who intimated that, “…I have inspected their labs, but it is all for show. No one here does anything according to any quality or safety standards. No one. This is very dangerous for the project. They do not show any interest in creating any standard of work and this will lead to major failures…”

In terms of Safety Standards, this is typified by one respondent (1) who suggested that, “…It is so disappointing that the Owner totally ignored all the safety reports and meetings. His purpose was so different, it seemed he had other motives. There was a lot of evidence of systemic safety failure at site. Too many for normal. We told the Owner many times, followed good safety practices and it didn’t get us anywhere. They are just criminals. We know that now…”

In terms of Training, this is typified by one respondent (5) who advocated that, “…No one is trained in managing explosives at site. We asked many times for all their training certificates – for all management and critical workers, but they didn’t send us any back. No management, and even the Exploder seems to be very untrained. This is not good…”

In terms of Site Performance, this is typified by one respondent (2) who specified that, “…We have spent so much time on explosives issues, that monitoring the crucial construction project is very difficult, if not impossible. This will lead to delays and overruns…”

Main Theme – Explosives Management

In terms of Explosives Management, this is typified by one respondent (4) who advised that, “…It is conceivable that because they won’t let us properly oversee the management of explosives use on site, that these very dangerous materials will get into the wrong hands. That’s the risk. Much of the documentation is wrong. The legal stuff just isn’t there. It is like being in the wild west. They do anything they like, and no one can stop them. I believe the mismanagement where there is a strong link to the missing explosives and stuff…”

In terms of Explosives Auditing, this is typified by one respondent (6) who indicated that, “…They are out of control. They won’t let you inspect the vans, the explosives magazine nor review their explosives accounting system. No licenses are available. It is a very dangerous place. We are professionals. They behave like donkeys. It is only a matter of time before there
is a serious incident. They continue to stand in our way, the Owner is told, and they still block us. Someone will get killed…”

In terms of Explosives Mismanagement Reporting, this is typified by one respondent (9) who intimated that, “…In one month, there were 776 safety violations reported to the Owner; 266 explosives management violations – 42 so serious that the site should have been closed down through red-cards and wasn’t; and a review carried out; 88 explosives Van violations; 68 Red-Cards to personnel (management and supervisors) and 8 Red-Cards for the site as a whole. All reported to the Owner. What can you do with a Owner like this? - especially now that we know that huge amounts of explosives has gone missing…”

In terms of Security Concerns, this is typified by one respondent (2) who advocated that, “…I have seen them physically blocking the engineer trying to make sure that all the explosives are accounted for. Even the police stop us. They say one thing, organise another. I have even found numerous occasions of explosives being taken in work boxes out of the tunnel and then down the road and off-site. How can this happen?…”

Main Theme – Security Issues

In terms of Owner, this is typified by one respondent (10) who determined that, “…The project Owner knows about these explosives issues. I have seen very comprehensive reports made to the Owner. They know. But they don’t do anything about it. Explosives and dets would go missing – even when the [explosives] vans are parked at a police station…”

In terms of External Compliance Systems, this is typified by one respondent (8) who suggested that, “…They are useless here. No power. The Owner is in charge and defers to the Contractor. The Owner blocked the explosives inspectorate from being reported to and certainly wouldn’t want them to come here. No external audits will ever be done, even after many deaths and accidents…”

In terms of Regional Security Issues, this is typified by one respondent (4) who intimated that, “…You can inform them – the police, government agencies and such, but they will call the Contractor, and he will stop them coming. Even for explosives accidents, no one interferes. This is a restrictive zone. What do you expect?…”

4. Discussion

The discussion below uses an engaged analysis resulting from reframing the stated narrative (Popay et al., 2006) through robust induction (Morse, 2018).

For most complex project construction sites that use explosives, one of the main safety requirements is the focus is on the most effective use of explosives coupled with managing risk and safety requirements in a standards-oriented culture (Machfudiyanto et al., 2017). However, the outcome suggests clearly that much effort was spent, by the contractor, on hiding their activities associated with explosives use at site, and in the supply chain across delivery chains to the explosive’s manufacturer. Consequently, this outcome supports the notion that where management and Owner do not support the working environment and safety practices, they do not develop or improve (Lingard & Rowlinson, 1997).
4.1 Site Safety

Safety Leadership in Projects constructing in security sensitive sites

The project requires the development of a rigorous safety culture and that systemic safety failures in such environments are linked to systemic inaction, ignoring or even deliberate isolation (IAEA Safety Standards, 2012). Effective on-site project safety leadership is clearly lacking, reflecting a fatalist culture (Daniellou, Simard & Boisseries, 2010) postulating a hinderance to good project success (Zhao, Hwang & Low, 2015). This, therefore, requires an operational safety-culture change (Senior & Fleming 2006; Englund, Graham & Dinsmore, 2003). This is principally required in construction projects that use explosives and surrounded by a security sensitive region, as this materially provides fundamental operational constraints related to security, site safety and protection of the public (BTS, 2013; PMI, 2017). However, it also requires the Owner to be aware of the need to utilise high levels of safety and security awareness (Gao et al., 2016) and apply appropriate precautions in order to ensure safety at site. This suggests that security awareness training should be carried out with all stakeholders and integrated into the regional emergency plan (Hotchkiss, 2018).

The data indicated that no Contractor safety audit documents were ever recorded as being conducted, sanctioned by the Engineer or officially recognised by the Owner. This indicates clearly that the level of engagement in site safety management is considered immature, weak, lacks organisational learning and does not demonstrate trustworthiness and accountability (Gardner et al., 2005) or any worker level of safety performance (Raines, 2011). Thus, the poor leadership climate is supported by a “no document” doctrine, resulting in lack of appropriate explosives identification and traceability evidence (James, 2005; ER2014, 2014; ISO 9001:2015a). This means that the construction site was out-of-control as far as quality and safety was concerned, as there is a demonstrated lack of appropriate project planning engagement (PMI, 2017). Further, since there was no quality management certification to ISO 9001 (ISO 9001: 2015b) or any other management standard, there is no traceability relating to accountability or due diligence (James, 2009; Flyvbjergerg, 2012) or resulting explosives use at site or elsewhere (Commission Directive, 2008).

The Contractor as a partner with the Owner in the project contract, have both failed in their contractual duties to provide appropriate levels of safety as required under an EPC contract (Huse, 2002; EPC FIDIC, 1999 - s4.8). To help mitigate the raised safety issues, contractor site management should develop and apply substantial and realistic safety plans (Senouci, Al-Abbadi & Eldin, 2015; HSG65, 2013). In terms of engaging independent authorities responsible for reviewing critical aspects of site operations, the Contractor should adopt appropriate risk management plans (Flanagan & Norman, 1999; Damnjanovic & Reinschmidt, 2020) and risk registers (Barry, 1995; Patterson & Neailey, 2002).

4.2 Explosives Management

The data suggests unequivocally, that the Contractor did not provide the supervising Engineer with an explosives management plan and derived a way to exploit the need for the use of explosives at site without carrying out due diligence. This created a weakened leadership safety management culture (Kelloway, Mullen & Francis, 2006) which needs to be improved
(Senouci, Al-Abbadi & Eldin, 2015) as it reflected serious and significant on-site safety failures (Sherratt, 2016) and demonstrated non-compliance to appropriate standards and legislation (BS 6164, 2011; The Explosives Act, 1884; The Explosives Rules, 2008). Consequently, it would appear that the contractor management did not give serious consideration to how explosives was used at site, did not have an operational explosives management plan, nor to ensure how explosives audit trails (traceability – Pryke, 2009) were effective (ER2014, 2014; Commission Directive, 2008). As a consequence of this, the data indicated that there were many instances of explosives being picked up, handled and moved by personnel not certified to do this, and many incidents where explosives and detonators were left abandoned on waste-dumping grounds – contrary to operating contractual standards/legislation (BS 5607:2017; The Explosives Rules, 2008).

Further, there were considerable issues raised from the data that indicated that no senior managers at the project site (Contractor or Owner) had any explosives management experience or were certified by the local/regional authorities to manage or handle explosives. This was an obvious safety management issue, which leads to enhanced risk (Caldwell, 2017) and breaches good safety practices (BS 6164, 2011). As was the lack of an explosive’s magazine licence and the lack of a certified recipient competent authority and/or an ‘acquire and keep’ certificate – contrary to licencing legislation and standards (The Explosives Act, 1884; The Explosives Rules, 2008; and for example, Explosives Regulations (2014-UK) (representing best practice).

Further, this suggests a clear practice directed towards allowing non-certified individuals to handle explosives on and off-site. Whilst good management practices would be the primary requirement in 1st World Countries, the data clearly suggests a massive and systemic failure of the wider authorities to allow such mistakes to occur – such as the Chief Controller of Explosives (The Explosives Act, 1884; The Explosives Rules, 2008). Further, since the safety issues were monitored and reported for over 18 months, the authorities, through the Chief Controller of Explosives, could also be deemed to be culpable in the serious outcomes of the reported consistent breaches of explosives management legislation, standards, codes and protocols.

4.3 Security Issues

The raised security issues showed that the site was considered “open” in that anyone from the local area, could and did, frequent the site during and after-hours. Leadership practices protecting the site and workers, did not play a role in the “normal” safety process of the works (Hayes & Kotwica, 2013) and appears to be ineffective and weak (Toole, 2002). This is contrary to best practices for mountainous construction sites – and especially on those project sites using explosives (Elbeltagi, Hegazy & Eldosouky, 2004). Another aspect of the reported site safety mismanagement was the effect of the lack of systematic safety performance on site personnel and off-site on local inhabitants (Jackson et al., 2011; Thomas, 2012). The responsibility to develop site safety leadership needs to be driven from top down (El-Reedy, 2011) and made much more visible with the safety intent clearly revealed (Sherratt, 2016). It would also appear that security personnel were not trained in helping to secure the site and did not take their responsibilities seriously as vehicles and outside
personnel (including sub-contractors) accessed the site without formal approval or security arrangements resulting from lack of communication, coordination and/or managerial safety intent (Dekker, 2012).

The Contractor lacked business intelligence and business continuity plan regarding explosives management at site (MSH, 2017), which is considered highly contrary to effective site planning and implementation requirements (Fennelly & Perry, 2014).

However, with the lack of appropriate site security standards, it is not beyond reasonable thought that external security incidents – beyond the site purview, could occur. Given the restive state of the regional Kashmir environment, it is perhaps vaguely difficult to accept that such practices could intensify severe security issues that are now present within the Kashmir region.

5. Conclusions

The Project Owner appears to have relinquished their responsibility under the Contract to lead appropriate safety developments at site (EPC FIDIC, 1999) reflecting the first term in the Owner Contractual duty for this project (Concession Agreement, 2013 - Contract). Thus, EPC contracts do not appear to be effective, if the Contractor can ignore the Project Owner’s engineer, and the EPC FIDIC contract (1999) is thus an ineffective contractual orientation for tunnelling projects when the Contractor appears to think that there is no Owner contractual governance requirements.

The project has failed to meet its objectives and is now stopped. It is difficult to conclude that mismanagement of explosives at the construction site were involved in restive patterns of engagement with the security forces, and that the mismanagement was solely attributed to negligence. However, considering the length of time of the critical safety assessment, their depth of inquiry and the rigorous levels of safety auditing and consequent reporting (Caldwell, 2017), it is also difficult to ignore this possible connection.

Reporting safety performance of accident rates and type, including deaths and severe injury appears to be meaningless in Kashmir, as such incident go unnoticed by the authorities and this further creates the issue of culpability of overseeing authorities in masking such rates and incidences. Consequently, the Project Owner cannot absolve itself of the responsibility for leading safety by ignoring on-site practices in the hope of increased production.

The conflation of inadequate contractor supervision of explosives on site and Project Owner disposition not to recognise safety failures means that the motivation of personnel (within and outside the project) to consistently disrupt the attempts of the Owner’s engineer to carry out their safety duties under the contract, may also have serious consequences for the wider restive community.

The failure of project safety leadership at site by both the Contractor and specifically the Project Owner, may affect more than just site safety, as the possibility that explosives from site may have been used by unknown actors that have affected the security of the Kashmir region. This, therefore, has implications for innocent members of the public, as well as for the security of the region and beyond. However, these types of incidents have occurred
previously in a separate, Pakistan construction project that also used explosives, resulting in similar outcomes (James, 2014). Consequently, the lack of security surrounding explosives management, reinforced by regional police and the Project Owner, therefore has raised immense issues that can only now be solved at a much wider level. This has left the site consistently unsafe and such lapses in safety leadership has had a wholly negative effect on the region as a consequence, which may also have wider, more dire consequences (The Guardian, 2019).
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